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The Room For Poetry project was a 

community art project developed by 

Yarra Plenty Regional Library and 

Banyule City Council in 2013. 

Inspired by Banyule City Councils’ 

Home: Reframing Craft and 

Domesticity exhibition at Hatch 

Contemporary Arts Space, the project invited community 

members to respond poetically to the interior spaces of a ‘home’. 

 

Poems submitted by the Banyule community and beyond were 

written and illustrated on the windows of the Watsonia Library by 

artist Michael Camilleri; and selected poems were featured in 

the spaces of the Home: Reframing Craft and Domesticity at 

Hatch Contemporary Arts Space. 

 

The Room For Poetry project received entries from poets aged 

four to seventy-eight years. Poems were also submitted by 

poets from Turnham House (Araluen) and Poets @ Watsonia. 

 

The project showcased and celebrated 

Room For Poetry community voices 

through exhibition and live reading 

events at Watsonia Library, Ivanhoe 

Library and Hatch Contemporary Arts 

Space in May 2013. 
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(L-R) Room For Poetry project poets Iman Bayzaie, Marion MacNally, 
Stephanie Barton, Fee Seivers, Dorothy Poulopoulos, Paul Dunell, 

Ann Sadedin, Michael Otto, Patsy Coverdale and Rochelle Snowball  
at Ivanhoe Library. 
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Heart 

Stephanie Barton  

 

My home has one room, that’s all it needs. 

It has no doors or windows, just a room, no more. 

This room is my heart, this room is my home. 

As long as I’m where my heart is I am never alone. 

The room can be anywhere, sky or sea. 

It doesn’t really matter as long as the place is special to me. 

Whenever I am down and out of hope, 

I think of my room’s home and that keeps me afloat. 

And whenever I feel that nobody is on my side, 

I think of where my heart is, and that makes me smile. 

And whenever I feel the world is weighing down on me, 

I just think of my place, and I’m happy. 

 

© 2013 
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My Little Room 

Iman Bayzaie 

 

My little room is the seclusion for my simple thoughts. 

My little room listens and accepts. 

As the haven for my memories, 

Embracing reminiscence of time; 

From a bitter and distressing night, 

Or a cold and dreadful silence. 

From a dawn filled with tenderness, 

Or a mesmerizing dusk. 

From the dancing fire, 

Or a loner’s song. 

In each corner, a memory has laid. 

A  hope is broken and, 

A wish is hanged to each nail. 

Ceiling is like a friend, 

For it has seen my tears. 

This will all pass, but I am content, 

Because I know: 

My little room listens and accepts. 

 

© 1998 
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Bed Rooms 

Lella Cariddi 

 

ITALY 

This night 29th of March nineteen-thirty-nine 

as clouds of war darken the sky  

under the oblique gaze of Pope Pius XII  

in the bed of conception 

a woman’s waters break  

 

Over two days and two nights   

waves of pain distort her beauty  

On the third dawn a boy is born  

Baptised in water he is named Nino 

After his grandfather   

 

The new mother  

with baby at her breast basks 

 in the afterglow  

of having birthed a son  

 

AUSTRALIA 

This 29th of September nineteen-forty-six  

A truck bringing seven year old Nino  

and his mother from Station Pier to Balranald  

emerges from a dust storm 
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In fading light 

He encounters his father for the first time 

 

In this one room cobbled  

from flattened kerosene tins  

he struggles to read  

the newsprint lining the wall  

before falling into dreaming 

  

alone on top of a brass handled trunk 

to the rustling of mice, snakes,   

and riffs of laughter from  

the double bed with an iron bedstead  

 

© 2013 
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Inside Out 

Jennifer Chrystie 

 

My eyes are lightly closed so light 

creeps in between the lashes 

creeps in with lashings of reflection 

to make a mindscape from a landscape 

that mirrors the furnishings of my room 

 

The bus queue is a wardrobe of dark suits 

parallel, swaying, slightly stained 

on lap and lapel with splash 

of tomato red or custard yellow 

 

The office block is a chest of drawers 

loosely gossiping, parading margins 

of underwear, handkerchiefs, ties 

through portals of voyeurism 

 

In the forecourt many storeys down 

beds are soft, floral, encouraging pause 

White tiles spruik kitchen cleanliness 

Squares of green 

carpet a squawking of children 

 

© 2013 
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The Room 

Jennifer Chrystie 

 

At the centre of her house 

is a small dark room 
 

with no windows 

but many doors 
 

Whoever enters by one door 

exits by another 
 

to a place where 

 mildewed curtains flap 

 against blackened pipes 
 

and waves threaten to swamp 

everything soft and dry 
 

to a hearth where 

 sparks scorch the carpet and silence 

 drives warmth up the chimney 

 

to a sunlit hall 

 where voices ricochet voices 

 rubbed raw as skin against leather 

 

At the centre of her heart 

a small dark room 

 

 

© 2013
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My Bedroom 

Klara Cole 

 

My eyes are raw  

In the middle of the night. 

Tears splashing, dripping, 

Soaking into my pillow. 

All my secrets are hidden. 

They’re hiding in this room. 

The early morning sighs 

And late night smiles. 

The floor knows my sadness 

And the roof knows my dreams. 

My eyes open 

In the early morning. 

Sunlight creeping, peaking, 

Lighting up my bedroom. 

This room knows me 

Better than anyone. 

 

© 2013 
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Firefly Magic 

Patricia Coverdale 

 

“This poem was written one night when I was just seventeen in 

January 1951, a steamy tropical night in the Wet at Redlynch, 

Cairns, N. Q., beside the jungle-covered Kuranda Range and its 

railway.” 

 

Rainforest hides its lights on humid nights 

As we reside where jungles died. 

My open window and my light entices fireflies in flight. 

Their flashing nearly blinds me yet 

They pass inside mosquito net. 

For fairyland has sprung about my bed 

Above my head. Transfixed I lie. 

Suspended thus in starriness 

Each silent floating living spark 

Reclaims the magic of the dark. 

My blinded eyes see fireflies 

In bright moonbeams spilled on my dreams. 

As one once blessed in sacred sight 

Foreverness I caught tonight. 

 

© 1951 
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Nana’s Kitchen – A Pantoum 

Paul Dunell 

 

Nana’s kitchen welcomes me the fire is in the stove 

Hugs and cuddles when I come home and the smells of yummy 

bakes 

The whispered I love you the kiss the patted head 

A special place to be loved and to be safe 

 

Hugs and cuddles when I come home and smells of yummy 

bakes 

I love the special welcomes when I come home from school 

A special place to be loved and to be safe 

The flour on Nana’s apron in her hair and on her clothes 

 

I love the special welcomes when I come home from school 

Scents of apple of cinnamon nutmeg and of clove 

The flour on Nana’s apron in her hair and on her clothes 

Sit down and tell me about your day while I enjoy a cuppa 

 

Scents of apple of cinnamon nutmeg and of clove 

I love to tie the fire tongs to her apron as she snores 

Sit down and tell me about your day while I enjoy a cuppa 

Her tales of long gone brothers and swimming in the creek 
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I love to tie the fire tongs to her apron as she snores 

The whispered I love you the kiss the patted head 

Her tales of long gone brothers and swimming in the creek 

Nana’s kitchen welcomes me the fire is in the stove 

 

© 2013 
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The Family Room 

Paul Dunell 

 

It’s just 2 steps below the kitchen yet it dominates the space 

the table brought from a convent could seat us all 

my wife our five children and I 

with room for visitors we could always squeeze in more 

 

Each night we would sit at our chosen spot 

my wife at the end and me at the tail 

or was it the other way round 

 

It’s where our children learnt they had the right 

to be listened to and be heard 

each one taking turns to tell us of their day 

with the raising of the hand and one little spot 

everyone got their chance to interrupt 

 

On Friday nights the ‘Nun’s table’ would stretch 

to accommodate the extras the ranks would swell 

as extended family would join 

my wife our five children and I 
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But Sunday nights just up the road 

in the family room at Nana’s 

the table there would creep and groan underneath the load 

for those nights we so special so noisy so outrageous 

 

The family room would be packed with 

Nana a great Aunt a sister two nieces 

the boyfriends the girlfriends 

three neighbours four friends 

my wife our five children and I 

 

A free for all no democracy here 

the loudest voice would win 

a family room full of fun 

of laughter and yes a few tears 

the conversations in these two rooms 

were the measure of our years. 

 

© 2013 
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Sanctuary 

Melanie Franklin 

 

My living room 

My library 

My sanctuary 

 

The place where dreams come alive 

My world transforms 

And begins anew 

 

A room of discovery 

Adventure and wonder 

Waits around the corner 

 

My safe place 

My escape route 

From reality 

 

My living room 

My sanctuary 

My home 

 

© 2013 
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The Trapdoor 

Anna Hetyey 

 

The lull in the conversation, the signal for something new. 

In desperation, ideas become too few. 

Walking to the lounge room, to all appearances normal. 

Silent, eerie, like a tomb.  Awkward in feeling, and formal. 

The blinking, the hesitation, seeking reassurance with a smile. 

Hands and knees and concentration – 

“Here it is, stay for a while.” 

Under the carpet, a bright vulgar red –  

A latch screwed tight to the floor. 

A shag pile rug unaware of tread concealing the outline of a 

door. 

A lightbulb, a rickety ladder leads to family treasure. 

Madness took hold, paranoia had her: 

Your mother’s hoard, your father’s pleasure. 

Objets d’art from faraway lands; gifts from those much bolder. 

Kept safe from young, unworthy hands until those hands got 

older. 

The world above forgotten, like our need for space and air. 

Thirst unheeded, food turns rotten; let us pray at this altar fair. 

The world below, exotic!  Icons for trade and display. 

Ancient and modern, streamlined and chaotic; continents of 

curios in disarray. 
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The sadness of eons sweeps your eyes, and the world spins fast 

and faster. 

What purpose to hide, conceal, disguise? 

“My parents believe in disaster.” 

“When countries collide and wars are fought,  

when disease is rife and death is sought,  

when evil reigns and souls are bought,  

when beauty’s a word that just means nought… 

My parents want to die in here, 

Away from hate and away from fear. 

Under the floor, their objects are near. 

Under the floor, their dreams are clear. 

But above the floor is love and light.  I have argued this with all 

my might. 

Your home should welcome all friends in sight, shared beauty 

and pleasure is greater delight.” 

 

The lull in the conversation, the signal for something new. 

There will always be desperation, no fact could be more true. 

My friend traced the outline of this incredible door, 

The gateway to treasure, underneath the floor. 

 

© 2013 
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Where Nan Is 

Stephanie Knight 

 

Gentle patter on window pane  

Steaming mug in hand  

Lounging in the lounge room  

Crocheted blanket on my lap  

Smiling faces framed on wall  

Radio static, AM magic  

Rifts of time and passage open up  

History all around  

Blanket snug like own Nan’s arms  

Familiar, comfortable  

Family home  

Clocks ticking counting down  

Wasting the hours away  

Rain drops slide down  

In time with my tears  

It’s musty here  

If I smell the air  

There once was a bird  

But it no longer chirps  

The sound of a train marks the hour  

Upon a small table lies  

A forever unfinished puzzle  

The ornaments are all dusty 
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There is no longer light here  

Creaking sounds of footsteps fading  

No more happiness to be found  

Living room void of life  

Here I sit in my strife  

Unable to reach out to you now  

The puzzle will never reveal itself  

Everyone has long left this place  

This room where I once played  

Building card houses and towns  

Where you once harshly frowned  

At my cheeky youthful games  

Chided me in my mischief  

This place where you held me  

Comforted and taught me  

How to be strong like you  

The room is nothing now  

Gone, dilapidated and memory  

As are you in my mind  

A woman stronger and greater  

Than I have ever known  

Yet know you I did not  

For as a child I had not yet learnt  

That time was fleeting  

Or how much I loved you  

So just like the puzzle  

You left behind 
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I never got to see  

The finished picture  

The whole of you  

I missed my chance  

And I miss you  

Because just like grandad  

Called you  

You were a ruby for sure  

Confounding and beautiful  

I hold you precious  

In my heart  

But my memory  

Of you, my Nan  

Has faded into grey  

That is why I sit here now  

In this way  

Recalling what I can of you  

Tears and rain pelting down  

Gentle patter on the window pane 

 

© 2013 
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Kitchen 

Patrick Knight 

 

The very first home was just a large cave 

nothing permanent and nothing to save. 

Folks moved along, their feet were itching 

some genius then invented the kitchen 

Bedrooms came next for sleeping and dreaming 

bathrooms followed..... for bodily cleaning 

The rooms then all clustered and  formed the first home 

but first came the kitchen. therefore this poem. 

 

© 2013 
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Eddie and Me 

Marion MacNally 

 

Here I labour, never ending, never changing, 

Dancing the housewives’ jig around my kitchen. 

Over there is Eddie, larger than life in the lounge room. 

Eddie is always in the lounge room,  

Making me choose answers to all his questions - 

Except when his beloved Pies are in the Finals; 

Then he’s at the ‘G half-standing with suspense, 

And you have to feel really sorry for his boys. 

For now he doesn’t raise a sweat, even under the studio lights. 

His skin smooth and moisurized, his face so relentlessly jolly. 

The he says, “Let’s get on with it!” 

As if he has not been the chatty one. 

Meanwhile I languish in the heat of stove, oven, microwave, sink 

And wonder what his kitchen is like, 

And if his wife is dancing the housewives’ jig. 

 

© 2013 
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Full Of Stars, But no Light To Make Them Shine 

Megg Minos 

 

In my day, my mother says, they just came out 

& mimes a dropping, 

alive or dead, her fingers cup 

a phantom babies head. 

 

On a telephone, the current newborn is shown, 

look at what your cousin has done – 

a miracle of science, she says 

& I had you alone. 

 

We toss and turn the sums around, 

consider this & that, 

my mother decides the baby cost 

about the deposit on a flat. 

 

Once, in a kitchen, I watched her iron 

rent money neatly so, the landlord 

could count it crisply 

& the creases wouldn’t show. 
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In this kitchen, we circle delicately 

the subject of her childless children, 

a wrinkle never made smooth & 

which science cannot make even. 

 

Despite the humming fridge,  

across the lino floor, over the apples quietly moulding 

drapes a silence made large 

by the language it is withholding. 

 

The kettle whistles cleanly, 

Steam whitening the room. 

A home without a child, she says, 

is like a night sky without a moon. 

 

© 2013 
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In My Bedroom 

Michael Otto 

 

Breakfast in bed 

Enjoy sleeping in 

Draw 

Really good at weights 

Outstanding at wii 

Overly clean 

Movies 

 

© 2013 
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This Is Me 

Michael Otto 

 

Musical 

Incredible 

Cute 

Hats 

Apple 

Enjoyed go to the gym 

Love chocolate 

 

© 2013 
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The Kitchen That Walked 

Dorothy Poulopoulos 

 

This kitchen, will not do. 

The leaking double-sink 

I am chained to, will not do. 

The tiny window above that sink 

through which I cannot see, will not do. 

The mission brown laminex 

lining the wall in a fake timber look, 

will not do. 

This room is imbued with shadows. 

 

I pull out the sink and move the kitchen to another room. 

I cut out a huge door-way where the sink stood 

so I can walk out and bring the outside in. 

I install three glass doors to clasp the light 

and strip away the mission brown laminex. 

I paint the walls white and dress the room 

with a table and chairs, flowers and friends. 

This room is gilded with sunshine. 

 

© 2013 
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room for expression 

Jan Rebgetz 

 

in this room 

I first put pen to paper 

 

my first poem  

was about a tree 

a tree   old   gnarled   shady 

severed into firewood 

my soul cried 

 

in this room 

I hid that poem 

 

over the next year 

I read it many times 

somewhat furtively 

replacing it gently 

concealing it because... 

 

it wasn't good enough 

though secretly I knew it was 

 

one day I let it free –  

it gave me life and breath 
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now this room 

has no bounds 

 

where once were walls 

there are tall forests     blue skies 

   and sometimes rain 

the sea laps gently at my feet 

   on the white sand of a deserted beach 

kangaroos and wallabies stare 

 

in this room 

I sit    I write  

while magpies  

warble cheerfully  

over my shoulder 

 

© 2013 
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My Bedroom 

Lily Romanes 

 

My bedroom is so pretty for me 

I love my bedroom 

I love my books 

I read them a lot  

And I read them again 

I love the cards on the shelf in my bedroom 

I feel happy in the morning sun 

When I wake up in my bed 

 

© 2013 
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The Fifth Dimension 

Ann Sadedin 

 

In Grandma’s kitchen 

It was not the cavernous stove 

With its mantelpiece. 

It was not the table where she 

Worked the gingerbread machine 

Churning out endless belts  

Of furrowed biscuit dough. 

It was not the milk jugs 

Covered with beaded nets 

Or the giant flowery cheese dish. 

It was the cellar –  

Under the table a trapdoor 

With a ladder going down –  

Shelves crowded with jam and marmalade 

Rows of preserves, bottles of wine 

A basket with wrinkly apples 

Onions hung on strings 

In its chill musty air 

And in the shadows  

Beyond the naked bulb’s eerie light 

Lived ghosts and goblins. 

Today’s kitchens 

Forego that fifth dimension. 
 

© 2013 
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A Room of One’s Own 

Ann Sadedin 

 

You can still walk in my study. 

Yes, you can take three steps east  

Which will take you to my favourite  

Wheelie chair and computer, 

Or three steps south, 

Encompassing my thick green mat 

With its years-of-yoga aura. 

If you are careful, you won’t knock down 

The green exercise ball 

Neglected, but it makes a good seat 

For people needing a sympathetic ear. 

You will need to dodge the piles of books 

Towering from the edges of the desk 

Overflowing from the boxes on the floor 

Toppling from the packed bookshelves. 

Along one wall, a shelf – more books, but also 

Treasures from so many bits of my life 

And above, pictures too 

People and places I love. 

You can look out the window 

Into leafiness and views across the valley. 
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You can watch rosellas  

In the tecoma, or see  

The sun rise over the hills. 

Or better still, you can sit  

And dream and ponder and write. 

And yes, despite appearances, 

You can still walk in my study. 

  [With apologies to Virginia Woolf] 

 

© 2013 
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At Day’s End 

Fee Sievers 

 

Diced beef in a wok 

Ice in a fat-bottomed glass 

I prolong the pleasure of the pour 

TV blares as dog barks and kids bicker 

Feet scream for a rest while I 

Lay out dinner on the bench 

Chop carrots and snowpeas 

For stir-fry and fresh lime for gin 

Just the one but today it’s a double 

I splash sauce on red meat  

Gin in the glass 

Add tonic as ice cracks 

Like stepping on egg shells 

Add lime slice fresh as summer 

Reminds me of hot nights  

Like a life time ago 

With ice-cold lemonade 

Crayons and a grazed knee 

No lemons for me 

Too often they’re bitter 

As am I 

 

© 2013 
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Colorblind! 

Fee Sievers 

 

I‘m pondering green 

From the tiny open window  

Of my claustrophobic home-office 

When a cool breeze  

Kisses my flushed cheek 

I sigh - snap back to reality 

And I’m thinking of you again 

 

How many shades of green 

Can there really be? 

How many ways of loving you 

Can I have on one list? 

And would I ever get through 

Them in one lifetime anyway? 

I change position in my chair 

 

The breeze stops still 

As suddenly as it came 

As if it had never even been  

As if you had never been 
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You are ruining my deadline 

And I can’t get comfortable 

I need you out of this poem 

 

Perhaps you are the breeze 

In this imaginary love scene 

I need to pinpoint your color 

I need to feel your shade  

I want to find me a rainbow  

Then slip into something 

More comfortable like 

 

…maybe my skin 

 

© 2013 
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Toilet 

 

Rochelle Snowball 

Lets sit on it 

You flush 

You flush 

You flush 

You flush 

You sit on it 

You clean it 

You need to clean it 

It has a septic tank 

It is screwed to the bottom of the floor 

It has pipes 

It has a seal 

It has a bowl 

This is the ladies toilet 

You sit on it 

 

© 2013 
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Mum’s Kitchen 

Manuela Yee 

 

In my mother’s kitchen: 

Red as blood rosemary beads hang on a  

Cupboard knob, 

Red stripes on the curtains, 

A red crucifix, 

Italian telegrams with red borders. 

The linoleum floor 

Had a hospital strength hygiene. 

The vintage metal sugar, rice, flour, tea and coffee containers 

With black labels 

Were still holding up a ‘Women’s Weekly’ cookbook. 

Its butter-stained pages 

Were a mistreated orphan 

Inside a bookmark: 

‘Catterina from father’ 

Now in a different hand: 

‘This book set me free 

from the nuns in Piemonte, Italy. 

It was found in a closed 

Suitcase in the snow. 

 

© 2013 
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The Room For Poetry Project poets 

 
Stephanie Barton, Macleod 

Stephanie is a high school student who is self-sufficient and 

independent, so likes spending her time at school reading and 

writing. 

 

Iman Bayzaie, Rosanna 

Iman is 35 and a Food Technologist. Writing has always been 

the best way for him to keep in touch with the ‘real’ Iman. He 

writes poems and has written 3 long stories (working on the 

fourth one). Iman plays piano and his favorite style is jazz. He 

started his new life in Australia in September 2010. Most of his 

writings are in Persian (Farsi) but he started translating some of 

them into English and has also written some poems and notes in 

French. He always wonders whether it was a right choice to 

become a Food Technologist or to be a writer or an artist! 

 

Jennifer Chrystie, Viewbank 

Melbourne poet Jennifer Chrystie has published her work in The 

Weekend Australian, Blue Dog, Cordite and The Quadrant Book 

of Poetry 2001-2010 amongst others. Her first book of poetry, 

Polishing the Silver, was published in 2006 by Ginninderra Press 

and commended in the Fellowship of Australian Writers Anne 

Elder Award.  Her new collection Weight of Snow will appear in 

2013. 
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Klara Cole, Viewbank 

Klara has been writing poetry for two years; she only has time to 

write poems for now as she is in Year 12 and schoolwork is 

keeping her busy.  She will be a writer of fiction and maybe a 

little horror when she has more time. 

 

Patsy Coverdale, Greensborough 

Patsy was a seventeen year old High School student in Cairns, 

North Queensland in 1951 when a unique tropical experience 

occurred in her room at home in Redlynch. This suburb is at the 

foot of the rainforest-covered Kuranda mountain range. Her 

family lived beside the famous railway, among the sugar cane 

farms. In the wet season the hot humid night air floated in 

through the louvers, carrying its curious little fireflies to her 

bedroom light. 

 

This delighted her and she began writing, becoming a reporter 

on The Cairns Post. She later went to Britain for journalism 

experience with Australia House Trade Publicity, working 

throughout the United Kingdom. 

 

Patsy married Eric Coverdale, who was the technical officer on 

the nuclear accelerator at Oxford University in 1958. She 

learned about pottery, physics and they had a son Garth. The 

family transferred to Melbourne, where Eric became the 

technical officer in the University Physics Department  in 1961.  
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They had a son Keith, and moved to their home in 

Greensborough in 1965. 

 

After writing for the Diamond Valley News for some years, Patsy 

obtained a degree in sociology and archaeology at La Trobe 

University in 1994. With this knowledge she wrote about the life 

she had observed in the tropics, seen now as a challenging 

social history. Her book, North Queensland in Black and White, 

is distributed by Melbourne University Bookshop at $25. 

 

Paul Dunell, Montmorency 

Paul and his wife Joan have lived in Montmorency for over 40 

years. He has published two chapbooks of poetry: Shapers in 

2011, New Zealand Suite in 2012 and also a joint publication 

with Lyn Storen entitled The way we see things (2012).  His 

work also appears in anthologies published by: Melbourne 

Poet’s Union, Birrarrung Poets, The Lane Poets, Poets@ 

Watsonia and Writers Workshop @ Greensborough. Paul 

regularly reads his poems on Melbourne radio at Radio Eastern 

98.1fm.  P & O Cruise Line have engaged Paul as guest lecturer 

onboard their ship “Pacific Pearl” for cruises in 2012 and 2013. 
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Anna Hetyey 

Anna is a podiatrist and mother of two young children.  When 

not working at a local clinic or attempting to finish years-old 

knitting projects, she will usually be found absorbed in a novel 

and neglecting the housework.  The Trapdoor is her first attempt 

at writing poetry for an audience other than her tolerant high 

school mates.  The inspiration for the poem stemmed largely 

from a house owned by her husband’s Hungarian grandparents.   

 

Patrick Knight, Rosanna 

Patrick is a retiree who has worked in the city and the bush, in 

the desert and even in a sewerage farm.  

 

He is an ex- maintenance fitter, heavy machinery operator, shop 

assistant, opal miner, semi trailer driver, bookmaker’s clerk, taxi 

driver, salesman, storeman, professional punter and general 

manager of a wholesale firm. 

 

The one thing he has never been is a poet but he knocked one 

off just for this project. 
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Stephanie Knight, Sunbury 

Stephanie Knight is twenty-four and currently studying to be a 

librarian. With a love for B-grade movies as well as horror she 

can often be found writing strange flash fiction of the Bizarro 

genre. Stephanie aims to have one of her many fanciful tales 

published in a book so that it may one day sit on library shelves. 

For the moment she has a few self-published stories on 

Smashwords under the name of Stephan Imri-Knight and one of 

her Bizarro short stories will be featured in an upcoming charity 

anthology by Atrophied Gangsters Press. 

 

Marion MacNally, Macleod 

Eddie McGuire’s Hot Seat accompanies Marion’s kitchen antics, 

and the need for her expression has been stewing away for a 

very long time. Room for Poetry gave her a time and place to 

explore her exile in the kitchen as a raw suburban contrast to 

Eddie’s slick celebrity status. 

 

Michael Otto, Bundoora 

Michael thrives on being given new opportunities to discover and 

develop his untapped potential. For this project, Michael 

embraced the opportunity and wrote two acrostic poems, a great 

achievement for his first attempt at poetry writing. Michael chose 

to participate in this project, with the same enthusiasm and zest 

that he uses to embrace life and the opportunities that come his 

way.   
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Dorothy Poulopoulos, Bundoora 

Dorothy Poulopoulos is an award-winning Melbourne-born poet 

who has been published in literary magazines and anthologies in 

both Greece and Australia since 1995. Dorothy has also worked 

as an English course and grammar book item writer and 

newspaper arts columnist. Dorothy writes in both Greek and 

English and her poems delve into universal themes such as 

Love and Identity. 

 

Dorothy is a member of The Melbourne Poets’ Union 

(Poets@Watsonia) and The Greek-Australian Cultural League. 

She has presented at Yarra Plenty Regional Libraries, The 

Wheeler Centre, Poets @ Fed Square, The Immigration 

Museum, The Hatch Contemporary Art Space, Steps Gallery 

and other venues. 

 

Jan Rebgetz, Belgrave South 

Jan and her husband Dale live among the eucalyptus trees and 

magpies in the Dandenong Ranges, east of Melbourne. Jan's 

first poem, written in 1989, was as a result of one of those trees 

being removed to make way for shops. This event is alluded to 

in her poem 'room for expression'. They have one son, Stefan, 

who as a youngster provided delightful inspiration for some of 

Jan's earlier work. 
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In the early 1990s Jan was a prolific contributor to John Reid's 

Poets Corner. Through this she made contact with other poets 

and soon after joined The Aardvarkers poetry group of which 

she is still a member. Her poems have been published in two of 

their anthologies; Noses Earthward in 1997 and Seasons of 

Childhood in 2005. Jan has self-published two books; To Be 

Free in 1994 and From the Cradle in 2003.  

 

In 2012 Jan entered State Library of Victoria competition in 

which her poem 'magpie melodies' was published in Writes of 

Spring. She has recently become a member of a newly formed 

writers' group meeting in Upwey and is more than ever enjoying 

the experience of writing poems and the occasional piece of 

prose. 

 

Lily Romanes, South Morang  

Lily Romanes is an energetic, curious and creative little person. 

My Bedroom is her very first poem, spoken to her mother in 

response to the Room For Poetry project. 

 

Ann Sadedin, Briar Hill 

Ann is a retired librarian and medievalist who is trying her hand 

at poetry. For better or worse, it is where her energy wants to go 

these days. Retirement is giving Ann time to explore her love of 

poetry – she is in love with language and the amazing things 

that poetry can do with language. 
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Fee Sievers, Eltham  

Fee has been writing since childhood. She is editor of POAM, 

the newsletter of Melbourne Poets Union and she has four 

published books and two chapbooks. Her main passion is 

ekphrasis; the practice of writing poetry to artwork. 

 

Rochelle Snowball, Mill Park 

Rochelle is a young lady with many hidden talents. She has a 

fun loving, quirky sense of humour as depicted in her poem.  

Writing for this project was Rochelle’s first attempt at writing 

poetry and she is very proud of her work. It was of no surprise to 

those who know Rochelle that she wrote the type of poem that 

she did.  In doing so, she had loads of fun thinking about her 

topic and creating her masterpiece.   

 

 


